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Checklist of Recent Writing Center Scholarship: April 1987-March 1988

David Chapman

The following checklist attempts to cover recent published scholarship of interest to those who administer, work in, or make use of writing centers. The National Writing Centers Association will draw upon this Checklist for its annual awards for Outstanding Writing Center Scholarship. Awards will be given at the 1989 CCCC in Seattle during the Special Interest Session for Writing Center Directors. This year’s awards, given at 4C’s in St. Louis, went to Muriel Harris for her book, Teaching One-to-One, and to John Trimbur for his article, “Peer Tutoring: A Contradiction in Terms?”


Dinitz, Susan. “Making the Medium the Message in Faculty Presentations, Or, How to Get the Faculty to Value Peer Tutoring.” Writing Lab Newsletter Sept. 1987: 1-3.


David Chapman is managing editor of The Writing Center Journal and teaches at Texas Tech University.